Microsatellite loci mutate at an extremely high rate and are generally thought to evolve through a stepwise mutation model. Several differentiation statistics taking into account the particular mutation scheme of the microsatellite have been proposed. The most commonly used is @ R ST , which is independent of the mutation rate under a generalized stepwise mutation model. @ 
Introduction
Microsatellite markers have had a tremendous impact on population genetics. They have became the most commonly used co-dominant genetic markers. Microsatellites mutate at an extremely high rate and are generally believed to evolve mainly under a stepwise mutation scheme, characterized by the addition or deletion of one ore more repeated motifs (e.g. Weber & Wong 1993; Brinkmann et al. 1998; Di Rienzo et al. 1998; Xu et al. 2000) .
The high mutation rate of microsatellites has drawbacks. The probability of identity (by descent or by state) of two genes decreases as the mutation rate increases (Rousset 1996) . F ST , a function of probabilities of identity, has a lowered expectation when the mutation rate is high (Wright 1978; Charlesworth 1998; Nagylaki 1998; Hedrick 1999; Balloux et al. 2000) and inferences drawn from F ST , such as the number of migrants M, will be biased. This bias stems from the impossibility to separate the effects of mutation and migration. Fortunately, it has been shown that when the mutation process is stepwise (it could actually be multistep and nonsymmetrical, see , mutation can be disentangled from processes such as migration (Slatkin 1995; Rousset 1996) . However, statistics based on the probability of identity of alleles are not sufficient for this, and we need to account for the evolutionary distance between alleles. For markers evolving under a stepwise mutation model, size differences are related to evolutionary distances between alleles (Goldstein et al. 1995; Michalakis & Excoffier 1996) . Several statistics accounting for the size of alleles have been developed for the estimation of genetic distances and population differentiation under stepwise mutation (e.g. Goldstein et al. 1995; Slatkin 1995) . The statistic most commonly used for population differentiation is R ST (originally defined by Chakraborty & Nei 1982 ; independently derived by Slatkin 1995) , which is independent of the mutation rate under a generalized stepwise mutation model. The drawback of R ST is its high associated variance compared to other descriptors of population structure such as F ST (Slatkin 1995; Balloux et al. 2000) . Since both R ST and F ST are very commonly reported for studies using microsatellite markers, and often differ widely (reviewed in Lugon-Moulin et al. 1999) , it seems of interest to compare their respective behaviour under varying sampling schemes.
Surprisingly there has been little work on the statistical properties of these differentiation estimators (other statistics have received more attention, see Pritchard & Feldman 1996) . Slatkin (1995) reported some simulations based on two samples from 10 populations showing that under stepwise mutations, estimates M of the number of migrants (Nm) from @ R ST were less biased than those derived from @ F ST . More recently Gaggiotti et al. (1999) Here, using computer simulations, we present an extensive comparison of the statistical properties of estimators of the parameters F ST and R ST [actually the θ of Weir & Cockerham (1984) and the ρ ST of Rousset (1996) ] in a finite island model under different levels of gene flow, mutation rates, population number and sizes. The simulations are restricted to a strict symmetrical stepwise mutation model. In addition to exploring properties of statistics for individual loci, we compare two methods for combining estimates across loci. F-and R-statistics are ratios of variances. There is no consensus in the statistical literature concerning the best way to estimate these ratios, as one could take the ratio of the averages or the average over the ratios (see for instance King et al. 2000) . For @ F ST , simulations in Weir & Cockerham (1984) showed that the best way to combine information across loci depends on the level of differentiation. However, most studies report the ratio of averages, as was suggested by Weir & Cockerham (1984) and Weir (1996) . For R-statistics, two solutions are advocated in the literature. Goldstein et al. (1995) , Slatkin (1995) and Michalakis & Excoffier (1996) use the ratio of the averages while Goodman (1997) suggested standardizing the variance of allele size prior to calculation. In this way all loci are given the same weight independently of their variance. This seems to be intuitively reasonable since microsatellite loci often show manifold differences in allele-size variance. Last, we investigate the consequences of subsampling the simulations, focalizing on samples of 20 individuals from two demes.
Materials and methods

Simulations
We used individual-based simulations to assess the statistical properties of each estimator. The software easypop (version 1.7) (Balloux 2001 ) was used to generate populations of different structures. In all cases, we simulated populations made of a fixed number of 2000 individuals. These individuals were either arranged in two demes of 1000 individuals, five demes of 400 individuals or 20 demes of 100 individuals. Migration of individuals (rather than gametes) among demes followed the island model of migration and the number of migrants was fixed to 0.1, 1, or 10. For each replicate, 12 loci were simulated. Replicates were run for mutation rates µ of 10 -2 , 10 -3 and 10 -4 as well as a mixed situation where four loci were set at 10 -2 , four at 10 -3 and four at 10 -4 . Mutations followed a single-step mutation model with 999 possible allelic states. With this large number of alleles, the mutation model can be considered as unconstrained (Balloux et al. 2000) . The simulations were run for 10 000 generations (5nN generations, where n is the number of demes and N is the size of each deme), point at which all statistics had reached equilibrium, and replicated 99 times. Differentiation statistics were computed from the final generation of each simulation using the software fstat version 2.9.3 (Goudet 2001 , updated from Goudet 1995 . Single locus @ F ST and @ R ST were estimated following Weir & Cockerham (1984) and Rousset (1996) , respectively.
Expectations of F ST and R ST under stepwise mutation model
In order to assess the relative performance of the differentiation estimators under study, and to quantify their bias, we need their parametric values. Since all simulations have been performed under a stepwise mutation model, the theoretical value of R ST (E[R ST ]) is a function of gene flow only (Slatkin 1995; Rousset 1996) . We will therefore estimate the bias of @ F ST and @ R ST using E[R ST ] as the reference. Mean square errors (MSE; Rice 1995), computed as the sum of the squared bias and the variance (Bias 2 + Var), were used to quantify the efficiency of the respective statistics. Theoretical values for R ST and F ST , variance in allele sizes and gene diversity for our model of population structure are given in Appendix I.
Combining estimates across loci
Multilocus @ F ST and @ R ST were computed as the ratio of the sum (over loci) of variances following Weir & Cockerham (1984) and Michalakis & Excoffier (1996) : 
where l stands for the number of scored loci. We show in Appendix II that @ R STu is similar to the value !UR ST in Goodman (1997) .
To investigate how increasing the number of loci would affect the variance of the different estimators, we pooled replicates to obtain 49 simulations with 24 loci and 12 simulations with 96 loci. We checked that there was no difference in the components of variances among replicates using a one-way analysis of variance (anova) after rank transformation of the variance components.
Sub-sampling simulations
Empirical population genetics datasets rarely comprise the exhaustive population under study. To explore the effect of nonexhaustive sampling, we subsampled from the simulated populations. Our goal is not to investigate extensively the effect of partial sampling strategies, but to explore how our conclusions would be affected by sampling only a small part of the population. We sampled randomly 20 individuals in two populations, a sampling scheme similar to that used by Slatkin (1995) and Gaggiotti et al. (1999) . 
Results
Theoretical values of F ST and R ST
Single locus estimates
The results for individual loci statistics are given in Table 1 and Fig. 1 (Table 1 ). The number of populations has a striking effect since the distributions of both individual loci @ F ST and @ R ST display a much larger variance for two than for 20 populations (Fig. 1) . Average @ R ST values are downwardly biased, but this effect tends to disappear as the number of populations increases (Table 1) . The distributions of @ R ST are surprising. With two populations, they are completely asymmetrical with a skew on the left and a mode around 0 (Fig. 1a,c) . There is no effect of the mutation rate on @ R ST . This was expected for the mean, but it appears to be true for all higher moments of the distribution. There is a strong effect of mutation rates on the mean and distribution of @ F ST , and it is particularly affected by a heterogeneous mutation rate ( Fig. 1e -h ). This was expected, as the effect of migration cannot be disentangled from that of mutation for statistics based on the probability of identity. We also note that the distribution of individual loci @ F ST for very low gene flow and mutation rate looks very similar to the distribution of individual loci @ R ST with very low gene flow (data not shown).
Averaging over loci
Behaviour of the statistics under exhaustive sampling. Because @ F ST estimated as the ratio of sums consistently showed lower MSE than its counterpart estimated as the average of ratios (data not shown), we will only report multilocus @ F ST as defined in equation 1. Figure 2 shows the distribution of @ R STu , @ R STw and @ F ST for 0.1 migrants per generation, where the statistics are estimated over 12 loci. With this number of loci, the distribution of the different statistics is slightly more bell shaped than when each locus is taken individually. The distribution of @ R STw retains a very large variance (Fig. 2 , second row) but its average value is dramatically improved (Table 1) . When the simulation consists of two populations (left hand side of Fig. 2 ), @ R STu is biased strongly downward ( Fig. 2a and Table 1 ). On the other hand, @ R STu has a smaller variance than @ R STw . As the number of populations increases (right-hand side of Fig. 2 and Table 1 ), bias and variance of the two @ R ST are reduced (note the change of scale on the x-axis). The distribution of @ F ST (last row of Fig. 2 ) is well centred around its expected value (dashed line, see also Table 1 ), but very much offset to the left of the expected value of R ST (solid line). The variance of @ F ST also diminishes as the number of populations increases.
Figures 3 and 4 display the distribution of the same statistics for a number of migrants per generation of 1 and 10, respectively. As migration increases, bias and variance diminish. @ R STu remains more biased but with a smaller
variance than @ R STw , and these two characteristics of the distribution decrease with the number of populations. @ F ST has a much smaller variance than the two @ R ST statistics, and its distribution is well centred around its expectation (last row of Figs 3 and 4). But @ F ST strongly underestimates differentiation when compared to the expectation of R ST . Figure 4 shows that when dispersal is large (10 migrants per generation), the variance of @ R STw remains larger than that of the two other statistics. It is notable that Fig. 4(b) shows the small variance and bias of @ R STu when the number of population is large. @ F ST also has a small variance in this case, but gives a slight underestimation of the expectation of R ST (Fig. 4f ) . The joint effect of bias and variance is summarized by the MSE, shown in Table 2 as its square root for convenience. Whatever the statistic, MSE decreases as the number of migrants increases. MSE also decreases dramatically as the number of populations increases, in particular for @ R STw and @ R STu and low gene flow. This information is summarized in the column 'best statistic' of Table 2 , where best is used with the statistical sense of efficiency (see Rice 1995) . @ R STw is the best statistic to use for low migration rate and small number of populations. As gene flow or the number of populations increases, @ R STu becomes the statistic of choice. For the highest rate of gene flow (10 migrants per generation) the best statistic is @ F ST . For smaller mutation rates, @ F ST also tends to outperform @ R STu for moderate migration rates (data not shown).
Effect of the number of loci. Table 1 shows that the average @ R STw improves as we move from 12 to 96 loci, particularly for low Nm and small number of populations. However, this improvement is slight. The changes for @ F ST are minute. Table 2 shows the effect of increasing the number of loci to 24 and 96 on MSE. This increase in the number of loci should affect the variance of the statistic, but not its bias. Therefore, we expect statistics with high variance and low bias to become better. Indeed, the statistic with the smallest bias but the largest variance, @ R STw , benefits most from an increased number of loci, followed by @ R STu (Table 2) . @ F ST benefits close to nothing from this increased number of loci. However, from the columns labelled 'best statistic' in Table 2 it is clear that doubling or even multiplying by eight the number of typed loci has very little effect on which statistic is best. When there is a change, it follows expectations, the statistic with small bias but large variance (e.g. @ R STw compared to @ R STu , or @ R STu compared to @ F ST ) becoming better. Overall, there is not a best statistic for all situations. While mutation rate heterogeneity increases MSE slightly, it does not affect which statistic is best.
Partial sampling. The results for partial sampling are given in Table 3 . The statistics affected most by the sampling scheme are those with large variances. @ R STw deteriorates most, followed by @ R STu , while @ F ST is little affected.
When the original simulation consists of two populations, MSE changes little (compare Tables 2 and 3 , first row for instance). The largest increases in MSE appear when subsamples are taken from a population originally comprising 20 populations (e.g. the third row of Tables 2 and  3 ). This increase goes from fourfold for low migration to 10-fold for the highest migration. Although when sampling exhaustively MSE decreases as the number of populations increases (Table 2) , the reverse is true under a partial sampling scheme of 2 × 20 (Table 3) . 
Discussion
We have shown that under restricted gene flow and a pure stepwise mutation model, there is not a single best estimator of population subdivision. The existing estimators suffer from large bias and large variance to different extents. When populations are highly structured (Nm = 0.1), @ R STw does best, particularly when the number of samples is small. When populations are very weakly structured (Nm = 10), @ F ST does best. For intermediate situation (Nm = 1), @ R STu is the statistic of choice, although when very small samples are taken, @ F ST does slightly better. Although increasing the number of loci decreases MSE for all statistics under study, our simulations show that the 'best' statistic is almost independent of the number of typed loci (Tables 2 and 3 ). These conclusions are valid for the intermediate to large mutation rates commonly found in empirical surveys of microsatellites (corresponding to gene diversities larger than 70%). For lower mutation rates (leading to gene diversities of 50% or lower), the tendency is for @ F ST to do better than @ R ST (data not shown). However, as mutation rate decreases, the distribution of @ F ST (and therefore its mean and variance) becomes similar to that of @ R ST .
Generally, these results are concordant with the empirical findings reviewed by Lugon-Moulin et al. (1999) . These authors reviewed empirical studies based on microsatellites, where @ F ST and @ R ST had been obtained. For moderate to strong differentiation, @ R ST seems a better estimator, because it was larger than @ F ST in 13 studies out of the 15 reviewed. While there is some circularity in this argument, since @ R ST is used to define the level of structuring, the geographical level at which these studies were carried out is compatible with little genetic exchange. For low levels of differentiation, these authors found that estimates of @ F ST were larger than @ R ST in six studies out of eight. This pattern is not expected (as differentiation decreases, the expectations of @ F ST and @ R ST converge, but @ F ST never becomes larger than @ R ST , even under mutation models others than a stepwise mutation model, unless allele size differences are inversely related to evolutionary distances between alleles), but might be explained by the higher variance of @ R ST estimators. On the whole therefore, empirical estimates are in agreement with our simulation results concerning the ranking of the different statistics. Before discussing the empirical evidence for a stepwise mutation model, we first address the issue of estimating gene flow from estimators of population differentiation. As a start we note that methods other than those based on F-and R-statistics have been recently developed to estimate gene flow, and often seem to perform better (see for instance Pritchard et al. 2000) . Our purpose here is not to advocate the use of differentiation estimators to infer levels of gene flow (see Whitlock & McCauley 1999) . Rather it is to clarify the recent reports in this journal of strongly biased estimates of the number of migrants M from @ R STw or @ F ST (Gaggiotti et al. 1999) , and which might seem surprising in the light of our results. Indeed, Table 1 shows that the @ F ST of Weir & Cockerham (1984) is essentially unbiased. This is also true for @ R STw estimates based on 12 loci. Applying the classical relation: (3) (where i is one of @ F ST or @ R STw ) to results in Table 1 would therefore lead to unbiased estimates of M as long as migration was not too large. This is expected, since low migration is necessary for equation 3 to be valid (see Cockerham & Weir 1993) . Even when subsampling 20 individuals in two demes, estimates of M from @ R STw always remain within 30% of their expectations (data not shown). The main reason for the difference between our simulations and those of Gaggiotti et al. (1999) stems from them averaging M estimates rather than differentiation estimates. As Cockerham & Weir (1993) pointed out (see equation 7 of their paper), M obtained from averaging M estimates will be inflated compared to a situation where differentiation estimates are first averaged, and then equation 3 is applied.
Intuitively, this is because small variations on @ F ST (or @ R ST ) when differentiation is small translate into very large differences for M estimates, because of the nonlinearity of equation 3. @ F ST and @ R ST in the lower tail of their distribution will translate into a very large estimate of Nm, which will then take an unduly large weight in the average M estimates. The strong constraint in allele size imposed by Gaggiotti et al. (1999) might explain the remaining discrepancies between our simula-tions and theirs.
As noted above, it is under stepwise mutation that R ST allow inference of quantities, such as the number of migrants, independently of mutation. If it is unlikely that the mutation scheme of microsatellite loci exactly follows this model, it remains open how much the mutation pattern of microsatellites deviates from it. An important concern is the effect of a finite number of possible allelic states. Constraints on allele size will render the mutation pattern more similar to that expected under a model where mutant alleles take one of k possible states at random (the 'KAM' model). Indeed, for the extreme case of a constraint to two allelic states, each mutation will generate the other allelic state. Rousset (1996) showed the expectations of identity in states under a KAM model to be those of an Infinite Allele Model (IAM), with a new mutation rate µ′ modified according to the relation µ′ = kµ/(k -1). With constraint on allele size, size is no longer an accurate predictor of allelic distances. As the constraint gets stronger, alleles become equidistant. As perfect dinucleotide alleles rarely exceed 30 repetitions, the maximal possible size of microsatellite alleles seems to be constrained. The limited size of microsatellite alleles could be due to selection against long alleles (Garza et al. 1995; Nauta & Weissing 1996) . It is however, more likely that the absence of very high repeat numbers is due to a mutation bias of long alleles towards shorter ones (Schlötterer et al. 1998) . Xu et al. (2000) reported an excellent fit between empirical data and a mutation model where the rate of expansion mutations is constant across the entire allele distribution, and the rate of contraction mutations increases exponentially with allele size. The accuracy of the stepwise mutation model to describe the evolution of microsatellite alleles remains an open question, particularly for the commonly used di-nucleotide repeat motifs (Ellegren 2000a (Ellegren , 2000b . However, our simulations show that even under the strictest stepwise conditions, differentiation statistics developed for this mutation model are not always the most adequate, because of their high associated variance. Departures from a generalized stepwise mutation model are likely to make the expectations of R ST and F ST statistics converge. As the estimators of the former will retain a larger variance than the latter, unless a prohibitive number of loci is used, @ F ST will often be the statistic of choice, particularly for moderate to high levels of gene flow.
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